PowerMax™

Wireless control and security system for smart homes

Visonic’s PowerMax™ control and security system sets new standards in home and office management with its unique design and technologies, and user friendly installation and operation.

- Controls the alarm system, lighting, entertainment centers, heating and cooling systems, sprinkler system, domestic appliances and social careresources.
- Fast and easy installation and friendly interfacing.
- Allows remote, mobile and in-house control with flexible programming options.
- Responds to specific events, such as motion and fire alarms, and can be programmed to alert the authorities and homeowners.
- Accommodates special requirements with elderly care facilitation, child monitoring mode and pet immunity.
- Protects premises with motion PIR, door/window magnetic, glass and smoke detectors.
- Available in wide variety of languages and frequencies.
PowerMax™
Wireless control and security system for smart homes

Control Panel
- Integral keypad with backlight
- Full visual and vocal guidance
- 29 wireless zones – 1 wired zone
- 26 pre-recorded zone names + 3 custom names
- 1 internal + connection to 2 external sirens
- 2 phone numbers for central station monitoring
- 4 phone numbers for vocal reporting of events
- Connection for up to seven X-10™ units for home automation (X-10™ units not included)
- 1 programmable output
- Various manual and automatic output activation modes (X-10 and PGM)
- 8 CodeSecure™ (rolling code) keyfobs for secure unduplicated arming and disarming
- Family message center
- Emergency alarm and monitoring for the elderly and disabled
- Two-way voice communication
- Real time clock and event log (100 events)
- Wide range of optional wireless transmitters and detectors

Wide range of optional wireless transmitters and detectors
- MCT-302 Magnetic contacts
- K-940 MCW Pet immune detector up to 18 Kg (40 lb.)
- K-980 MCW Pet immune detector up to 36 Kg (80 lb.)
- MCPIR 3000 Wireless PIR detector
- MCT-234 KeyFob
- MCT-101/102/104 Hand held transmitters
- MCT-211 Waterproof wristband transmitter
- MCT-201/201WP Pendant transmitter
- MCT-423 Smoke detector
- MCT-100 Universal transmitter
- MCT-124 4 button, 3 function hand held transmitter
- MCT-501 Glassbreak detector
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For a smart and secure lifestyle